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Guide Summary 
The following document is a how-to guide on disavowing links and domains using the Google 

disavow tool. The document covers the uploading of the links, but does not take into account the 

analysis completed before uploading the file.  

Blueclaw strongly recommends that a full site backlink audit be undertaken prior to a disavow being 

uploaded to the disavow tool. If used incorrectly the disavow tool can have a strong adverse effect 

against rankings. 

The disavow tool should be used as a last resort after attempting to remove links. 

Blueclaw does not accept any responsibility for a drop in rankings as a result of the client following 

the advice in this guide. 

Disavowing links 
A disavow is completed in two sections: 

  The Preparation of a disavow file 

  The Uploading of the File to the Google Disavow Tool 

The Disavow File 
A disavow file is a .txt file, which allows google to identify the links or domains that your site no 

longer wants to be associated with. A sample disavow file should be attached to this document and 

can be used as a template for the disavow.  

You can make comments in the text file by starting them with a hash (“#”), however it is unlikely any 

Google employee will ever manually review your file, so the notes are for your own benefit. 

Each domain or URL should be on a separate line. 

You can disavow two aspects of a website: 

  An Individual URL 

  The Entire Domain 

Individual URL 

This can be used to disassociate your site with a potentially harmful link, without the effect of 

removing any future association with that domain. Blueclaw recommends Disavowing using the 

Domain function only to prevent missing links on similar or duplicate urls. 

For Example 

If the link situated on example.com/spam-keyword was a paid for manipulative link, but you had 

natural links on the rest of the domain then you can use this aspect to disavow the single url. 

http://www. example.com/spam-keyword 

Each link should have the http:// or https:// and the full url. 
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Entire Domain 

Blueclaw Recommends only using this method of disavow as it ensures that all spammy links on a 

damaging domain is captured. 

To disavow a domain the word “domain:” should be placed before the domain with no spaces. 

For Example 

Domain:example.com 

There is no requirement for http:// or https:// protocols when disavowing a domain. 

Uploading a Disavow File 
Once the disavow has been prepared and is ready to be uploaded this needs to be done via the 

disavow tool.  

To access this page you will need to be signed in to webmaster tools. However the tool is not 

accessible via webmaster tools 

1. To Access the tool please visit this page: 

https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/disavow-links-main 

 

2. Select the website you would like to disavow from the drop down list and click 

“Disavow Links”. You will then be presented with the following warning message . 

Again Click on “Disavow Links” 

 

 

https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/disavow-links-main
https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/disavow-links-main
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3. You will now be presented with a file upload box. Simply Choose the disavow file in 

its .txt format and upload it and select submit. Your Disavow File will then be 

uploaded to Google. 

 

If your site has had a disavow file uploaded to it before then this will appear in the box as it does 

in the below image. You can choose to download and view this file without removing the 

disavow, however only one disavow file can be active at any one time. 
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Frequently Asked Questions 

What happens if I upload the file in the wrong format? 

You will get a message stating that 0 URLS or 0 Domains were successfully uploaded and that there is 

an error within the file. 

Why won’t my file upload? 

This is likely an issue with either the format that you have placed the links in the text file. They need 

to have no spaces and have one domain or URL per line.  

The other issue is that you are trying to upload the wrong type of file format. The file needs to be a 

.txt file. 

How long will it take to take effect? 

This is a bit more of a difficult question, in past experience we have seen them work within a couple 

of weeks, but can take up to a couple of months before we notice any visable effect. 

My rankings have dipped since adding the disavow file? 

Unfortunately the disavow file is an unpredictable tool and not necessarily the answer for all issues 

with drops in rankings. Blueclaw would suggest a full a backlink audit to be taken place to identify 

what the likely causes of your rankings drops are. You can discuss this with your assigned Blueclaw 

Account Manager. 

Why do I still have a penalty? 

To remove a penalty you need to make a manual submission to Google known as a reconsideration 

request. You can complete this through Webmaster tools is you have a manual penalty. If you 

suspect the site of having an algorithmic penalty then we would suggest asking your Blueclaw 

Account Manager to review the site in greater detail. 

Will Google read my comments? 

No the disavow file is an automatic upload that is not manually reviewed by Google Employees. 

Further Reading: 

https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/2648487?hl=en 

 

https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/2648487?hl=en

